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Abstract

Among normative models for democracy, the Deliberative model suggests that public policy decisions should be made
only following rational, public deliberation of alternative courses of action. We argue that such a model is particu-
larly appropriate for the assessment of environmental and health risks of new substances and technologies, and for the
development of appropriate regulatory responses. To give operational effect to these ideas, we propose a dialectical
argumentation formalism for an intelligent system within which deliberative debates about risk and regulation can be
conducted. Our formalism draws on various philosophies of argumentation, scientific and moral discourse, and commu-
nicative action, due to Toulmin, Pera, Alexy and Habermas.

1 Environmental Regulation

New technologies and substances have the potential to
cause adverse and unanticipated effects, on people, on
other living species, and on our environment, and these
effects are increasingly global in scale. Because of such
risks, most chemicals and many technological innovations
now require Government regulatory approvals before they
can be used or sold commercially. In developed coun-
tries, there are now typically a number of Governmental
and quasi-Governmental agencies tasked with assessing
the risks of new substances and technologies and of fram-
ing appropriate regulatory responses for those perceived
to have high adverse risks.

Framing and implementing legal regulations for such
new substances is usually very difficult. Firstly, identi-
fication of all the potential consequences of a new sub-
stance can be problematic. Although thalidomide, for ex-
ample, was safely tested on both animals and humans be-
fore its commercial release, none of the experimental sub-
jects were pregnant (Teff & Munro, 1976), presumably
because the possibility of differential harm was not con-
sidered. Recently, researchers in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) have proposed the use of argumentation-based pro-
cedures for this problem of possibilistic risk assessment
(Krauseet al., 1998).

Secondly, even when the possible consequences of
new substances are believed known, assessment and quan-
tification of risks is often problematic and invariably sub-
jective (USA EPA, 1996; Shere, 1995; Rhomberg, 1997;
Toll, 1999). In many cases, the scientific evidence upon
which assessment is to be based is not conclusive and the
theoretical issues involved are contentious, even among
scientists working in the same field. The chemical formal-

dehyde, for instance, was found to cause statistically-sig-
nificant increases in nasal cancers in rats but not in mice,
while epidemiological studies of humans whose profes-
sions exposed them to high levels of the chemical found
no significant increases in such cancers (Graham, Green,
& Roberts, 1988). Moreover, quantification of risk nor-
mally requires the adoption of a mathematical model link-
ing responses to exposure levels. Different dose-response
models can result in widely different assessments of risk.
Two theoretically-supported models for the risks associ-
ated with aflatoxin peanuts, for example, showed human
risk likelihood differing by a factor of 40,000 (Pollak,
1996).

Another major issue for environmental and health reg-
ulation of new substances is that the consequences of dif-
ferent regulatory options may be very different. Page
(1978) noted that different groups of people may ben-
efit or lose from regulation or non-regulation of a sub-
stance, and that their gains or losses may be very differ-
ent in scope, magnitude, intensity, timing and duration. A
new chemical substance, for instance, wrongly deemed
by regulators to be safe and then used, may adversely
impact millions of people. How does one quantify the
subsequent misery or loss of life? Conversely, the same
chemical wrongly deemed to be unsafe, and so never sold,
may cause large financial losses to the companies which
undertook the initial research. Moreover, not using the
chemical, when it would be safe to do so, may adversely
impact those who could benefit from its use; these people
too may number in their millions and their (unrelieved)
misery may also be great.

Ultimately, regulation of new substances will always
involve a trade-off of alternative regulatory options, weigh-
ing the anticipated consequences of each. As mentioned,



quantification of consequences is difficult. Yet, even with-
out quantification of consequences, different values may
be assigned to different consequences: society may, for
instance, prefer to forego the sunk costs of commercial
development of new chemicals rather than risk the loss of
life resulting from their use. It is likely that different peo-
ple and groups within society will have different value-
assignments in such trade-offs. As an example, Stirling
& Mayer (1999) assessed the different decision-criteria
and value-assignments of a sample of British experts in
the current debate over Genetically-Modified Organisms
(GMOs). At present, however, there is no formal mech-
anism for articulating and comparing these valuations in
most risk regulation; instead, different interest groups make
their arguments and values known to regulators through
lobbying and to the public through public relations activ-
ity. Keeney (1996) has argued for values to be assigned
explicitly, so that hidden agendas may be exposed, and
fairer and more transparent trade-offs undertaken.

By articulating and comparing the values of stake-
holders, the multi-criteria scoring technique of Stirling&
Mayer (1999) could be used in the formulation of reg-
ulatory policy. However, because this method is essen-
tially quantitative and reductive, it does not incorporate
the arguments for (or against) the criteria selected or the
scores assigned. Our approach involves defining an in-
telligent system capable of qualitative representation and
manipulation of arguments and values in the form of a di-
alogue game, and we have termed such a system aRisk
Agora (McBurney & Parsons, 2000). Another approach,
very similar in spirit to this, is the Zeno argumentation
framework of Gordon & Karacapilidis (1997). This sys-
tem was developed for conflict resolution and mediation
in urban planning regulation, and uses an argumentation
formalism based on the schema of Toulmin (1958) and
the IBIS model of Rittel & Webber (1973). Our struc-
ture differs from Zeno not only in our intended applica-
tion domain but also in our use of a specific philosophy
of science to represent the community’s understanding of
scientific knowledge. This understanding may be distinct
from that of any one participant, and needs to be formally
represented. Another difference between our approach
and that of Zeno is our deployment of dialogue moves
based on speech acts specific to the domain of risk regula-
tion, rather than more generic moves. Were environmen-
tal regulators to adopt an Agora framework for the devel-
opment of risk regulatory policy, we believe this would
give greater effect to a deliberative model of democracy,
a concept explained in the next Section. Section 3 consid-
ers Deliberative procedures in the specific domain of risk
regulation, and Section 4 outlines our formal structure for
the Agora. For a recent review of the philosophical and
computational issues arising in argumentation-based de-
cision support systems see Girleet al. (2001).

2 Normative Models of Democracy

The term “Deliberative Democracy” was first introduced
by Bessette (1980), and the subject has been the focus of
much recent attention by philosophers of politics and law
(Bohman & Rehg, 1997). It refers to a particular notion
of democracy, one of several developed by philosophers
as normative models of democratic politics.1 To explain
these, we begin with an abstract model of a democracy as
consisting of just two entities: Society and the State. So-
ciety is the set of individuals, organizations and compa-
nies, together with the panoply of relationships between
them, while the State is the apparatus of public-sector ad-
ministration. The key normative question for democracy,
then, is:What should be the process of formation of polit-
ical will?, or How should Society program the State?

One model argues that a democracy is best governed
when such programming is the task of a technocratic elite
(who may be elected), making decisions on behalf of the
general public. By contrast, rational-choice or liberal mod-
els view the process of political-will formation as akin to
the workings of an economic market. In this model, polit-
ical parties and interest groups act as entrepreneurs, offer-
ing alternative “products” in the form of bundles of state-
instructions (or equivalently, philosophies of bundle- for-
mation), to voters who then “purchase” their preferred
bundle. That bundle with the greatest “market-share” —
in the form of votes — becomes the set of instructions
used to program the state.

The rational-choice model views citizens as consum-
ers, acting in their own perceived individual self-interest
and negotiating bargained compromises to political ques-
tions. Their preferences may be predetermined, uninflu-
enced by the process of choosing between alternative pro-
grammes. By contrast, deliberative notions of democracy
see the political process as more than this, with citizens
undertaking a substantial process of public deliberation
to decide political questions. In this model, political-will
formation is a process by which collective decisions re-
garding practical questions are made on the basis of ratio-
nal and public reflection of the arguments for and against
different courses of action. Such deliberation may well
lead to the participants to change their preferences and
their value assignments. As Michelman (1989) defined it:

“Deliberation : : : refers to a certain attitude toward
social cooperation, namely, that of openness to persua-
sion by reasons referring to the claims of others as well
as one’s own. The deliberative medium is a good faith ex-
change of views — including participants’ reports of their
own understanding of their respective vital interests —: : :
in which a vote, if any vote is taken, represents a pooling
of judgments.”

The benefits claimed for deliberative approaches to
democracy include the legitimacy which public partici-
pation provides to political decision-making. People are

1Our presentation here draws primarily from Christiano (1997) and
Chapter 9 of Habermas (1998).



generally more willing to accept decisions which they have
had a role in forming, even when they disagree with the
outcomes of those decisions. Moreover, the very act of
participation may indicate, or may induce or strengthen,
a concern for the welfare of the community beyond mere
individual self-interest. In addition, a society with delib-
erative procedures may treat its citizens with more respect
than it would with elitist or rational-choice procedures.

3 Deliberation in Risk Regulation

We believe that the specific characteristics of environmen-
tal risk regulation lead to further benefits from the adop-
tion of public deliberative approaches. Firstly, the like-
lihood of identifying all possible consequences of new
substances and technologies is increased the greater the
number of participants engaged in considering the prob-
lem. Secondly, the inconclusive nature of much of the
science involved and the subjective nature of risk assess-
ments together mean that broad debate is invaluable. In
this way, assumptions can be tested, experiments repli-
cated, and inferences subject to detailed scrutiny. Many
conclusions may fall when so subjected. For instance,
Wynne (1996) argues that scientific experts often possess
a generalized form of knowledge, which may not always
be valid in particular circumstances. An example of this is
shown by the case of alleged deforestation in West Africa
(Fairhead & Leach, 1998), where the traditional inhabi-
tants have understood local environmental reality better
than western scientists.2

Thirdly, the complexity of most important risk assess-
ments requires contributions from a wide spectrum of ex-
pertise. For instance, a rational decision regarding the
regulation of Genetically-Modified Organisms (GMOs)
arguably requires expertise in: molecular biology, genet-
ics, plant biology, entomology, ecology, medicine, agri-
culture, economics, statistical experiment design, statisti-
cal inference, marketing, international trade, international
development and international law. In such circumstances,
as Willard (1990) has argued, no one person has the brea-
dth of expertise required, and so even experts must per-
force accept arguments based on authority from outside
their own domain.3 In this context, deliberative proce-
dures can ensure assumptions from different disciplines

2In coastal ecology, the importance of such local, “indigenous”,
knowledge for the selection of appropriate coastal-zone manage-
ment policies has been recognized by the development of theSim-
Coast expert system by the U.K. Centre for Coastal Management
(www.ccms.ac.uk/simcoast.htm). This has been used in sev-
eral countries to aid coastal policy-making, by representing and integrat-
ing both scientific and traditional knowledges of local ecology. How-
ever, despite its incorporation of indigenous knowledge, representation
in SimCoastis undertaken within a western scientific ontology, and as-
sumes both that integration of different knowledges is achievable and
that it is possible through discussion.

3U.S. company Applied Biomathematics is developing
software to assess the validity of arguments across dif-
ferent disciplines in ecological risk assessments. See:
http://www.ramas.com/interest.htm#validity.

are all valid and consistent, and explore cross-disciplinary
interactions and conclusions. Finally, deliberative proce-
dures can ensure the articulation of the consequences as-
sociated with different regulatory alternatives, and of the
different values different people and groups may place
on these. For all these reasons, we believe that delib-
erative procedures should ensure better quality decision-
outcomes in environmental regulation than can either rat-
ional-choice or elite procedures.

How can deliberative procedures be implemented in
a large, modern society, with possibly millions of cit-
izens, thousands of elected representatives and perhaps
thousands of environmental decisions in train at any time?
Traditional means of public consultation, such as refer-
enda and town-hall meetings, are arguably better suited
to infrequent deliberations or to small communities. Citi-
zens’ Panels, where a small group of people, acting like a
jury, hear evidence from relevant experts on an issue and
then determine a course of action, have been used in some
recent scientific policy debates.4 Such panels, by expos-
ing the participants to a diversity of expert opinion and
forcing a decision to be made, are undoubtedly valuable
for those involved; however, not everyone can participate.
The Internet has been seen by some commentators (e.g.
Ess (1996)) as a means to enable greater democratic par-
ticipation in public policy decision-making, both through
the wider availability of information and through elec-
tronic voting systems. We believe that a Risk Agora, suit-
ably instantiated, could represent the scientific and polit-
ical uncertainty involved in an environmental risk assess-
ment and potentially bring the benefits of participation in
a citizens panel to a wider audience. The next Section
outlines the formal structure of our system.

4 Agora Formalization

In order that an intelligent system is able to be used for
regulation decisions regarding a new substance (or tech-
nology), it will need to be able to do the following:� Represent possible risks of deployment or non- de-

ployment of the substance.� Represent scientific uncertainty over the possibility,
causal mechanisms, magnitude, duration and scope
of potential risks.� Represent different regulatory options for the sub-
stance and their potential consequences of enacting
or not enacting these.� Represent values assigned to such consequences by
different individuals or groups.� Enable the questioning, contestation, defence and
qualification of each of the above types of state-
ments.

4See Bhattachary (1998) for further description of such approaches.



� Enable the coherent comparison and manipulation
of arguments for and against particular statements.� Enable the synthesis of arguments into an overall
case for a particular statement.� Enable the taking of summary “snapshots” of a de-
bate at any time.� Enable the selection (and hence, legal imposition)
of a particular regulatory option.

In (McBurney & Parsons, 2000), we developed a for-
mal dialectical argumentation syntax, using a proposition-
al language, for representing arguments over scientific cla-
ims of chemical carcinogenicity. This formalism drew
upon, firstly, the philosophy of science of Pera (1994),
which views scientific activity as a three-person dialogue
game between a scientific investigator, Nature and a skep-
tical scientific community. Secondly, our structure drew
upon rules for discourse in the philosophy of Discourse
Ethics of Habermas (1991) and Alexy (1990), developed
as a normative model for rational debate between rea-
sonable and consenting participants. Although proposed
initially for debates over moral questions, the theory has
since been applied to legal and political domains, as in
Habermas (1996). Thirdly, our formalism used argumen-
tation schema of Toulmin (1958), within a dialectical fra-
mework, to enable the presentation of arguments for and
against scientific claims. In other words, participants in
the debate could variously posit, assert, contest, justify,
rebut, undercut, qualify and retract claims, just as hap-
pens in real scientific discourse.

Moreover, by the use of dictionaries of uncertainty la-
bels, our formalism permitted the assertion of individual
degrees of belief in claims, their supporting evidences,
their modes of inference, and their consequences. Par-
ticipants could, for example, accept a scientific claim but
label it as, say,Plausible, rather than asConfirmed. As an
example of our formalism, a debate participantPi could
demonstrate her argumentA(! �) supporting a claim�,
an argument to which she was committed with strengthD, by making the dialogue move:

show arg(Pi : A(! �;D)).
By use of such dictionaries (which could be quantitative,
e.g. probability estimates), degrees of commitment and
uncertainty by individual participants can be represented.
Our formalization also included truth-valuation functions
which assigned degrees of certainty to statements on be-
half of the community as a whole, based upon the exis-
tence and strength of arguments for and against the state-
ment and its supporting grounds. Such truth-valuation
functions effectively produce an on-going representation
of the dialogue community’s changing views of a scien-
tific claim, and so provide the desired “snapshot” capabil-
ity.

However, as the discussion in this paper has demon-
strated, in a regulatory context there are other types of
statements besides scientific claims: statements of values

and preferences, moral obligations and relationships, and
imperatives (i.e. regulations). Therefore, in this paper,
we extend our earlier formalism by incorporating expres-
sions for these additional types of statements. We do this
by drawing on other work of Habermas, his philosophy
of Communicative Action (Habermas, 1984), in which he
sought to understand how people collaborate rationally to
achieve a common understanding of a situation or a col-
lective action. As part of his philosophy, he proposed a
typology of statements,5 which we have adapted and re-
labelled for the specific context of environmental regula-
tion. (Habermas’ labels are in parantheses.)

Factual Statements (Constative Speech Acts): These
are statements which seek to represent the state of
the external world. In our domain, such statements
include claims about scientific reality, and the sci-
entific, economic or social consequences of partic-
ular actions. In the Agora formalism, we demar-
cate these different types of factual statements for
clarity of exposition. Contesting such a statement
means denying that it is a true description of objec-
tive, external reality.

Value Statements (Expressive Acts): These are statem-
ents which seek to represent the state of the spea-
ker’s internal world, i.e. they reveal publicly a sub-
jective preference or value assignments. Such state-
ments may only be contested by doubting the sin-
cerity of the speaker.

Connection Statements (Regulative Acts): These are
statements which assert some relationship between
different parties, in the common world of the Agora
participants. One may assert, for example, that the
group of stakeholders with an interest in the regula-
tion of a proposed new technology is broader than
previously defined.

Inferential Statements (Operative Acts): These are
statements which refer to the content of earlier state-
ments made in a debate, drawing inferences from
them or assessing implications. Once a scientific
theory has been proposed, a specific risk assess-
ment model and the ensuing calculations based on
this theory fall into this category. Contestation of
such statements can take the form of questioning
the appropriateness or the validity of the inferences
made.6

Procedural Statements (Communicative Acts): These
are statements about the activity of speaking itself,
such as the rules for participation and debate. In
many real-life discourses, these often become the
focus of debate, overtaking issues of substance.7

5He was building on the typology of Searle (1979).
6Our definition departs slightly from that of Habermas, in that our

Inferential Statements may have “genuine communicative intent.”
7For instance, in the scientific debate over GMOs in Britain during



Obligation Statements (Imperative Acts): These are
statements which assert some obligation on the par-
ticipants, for example, that they must limit the com-
mercial sale of a new substance. Only the autho-
rized regulator has the power to make such asser-
tions, and once made, cannot be contested within
the Agora. (In real-life, they may of course be con-
tested in the courts.)

Given this typology of statements possible within the
Agora, we can define a syntax of dialogue moves, extend-
ing the syntax for scientific reasoning of McBurney &
Parsons (2000). Thus, for instance, a debate participantPi could state her value assignmentDC to consequenceC of action� by means of the dialogue move:

show value(Pi : Val(�! C;DC)).
Debate over such statements will then proceed according
to the same rules for positing, proposing, contesting, qual-
ifying, etc, statements as defined in our earlier paper.

The dialectical argumentation formalism we have pre-
sented here is related to other recent work in which we
have applied argumentation in the design of intelligent
systems. For example, in Fox & Parsons (1998); Par-
sons & Green (1999), we developed formalisms for the
articulation and manipulation of statements of qualitative
value, as part of calculi for qualitative decision-making.
In both these papers, the argumentation formalism pre-
sented was monolectical, whereas in Amgoud, Maudet,
& Parsons (2000), we presented a formalism for dialecti-
cal argumentation, involving two participants engaged in
a generic debate.

5 Example

In this section, we illustrate our approach with a simpli-
fied example drawing on recent debates over Genetically
Modified Organisms (Stirling & Mayer, 1999; UK ESRC
Global Environmental Change Programme, 1999). We as-
sume a debate with willing and reasonable participants
denotedP1; : : : ;P6. For ease of understanding, we ar-
ticulate the dialogue moves in plain English (not in the
formal syntax), and we label each move with its type.

M1 (Factual): P1 asserts that foods containing GMOs
may not be safe to eat.

M2 (Query): P2 asksP1 for an argument supporting Cla-
im M1.

M3 (Factual): P1 presents evidence of experiments in
which rodents fed GM potatoes had significantly
greater tumors than a control group.

1999, an argument between the medical journalThe Lancetand The
Royal Society ensued over whether the latter was entitled tocomment
on a paper submitted to the journal while it was still under consideration
for publication (Lancet Editorial, 29 May 1999).

M4 (Value): P3 accepts the assertion M1 ofP1, and pla-
ces a large negative value on GMOs being in the
human food chain.

M5 (Inferential): P2 asserts that assertion M1 ofP1 only
follows from argument M3 if humans and rodents
are sufficiently alike biochemically.

M6 (Value): P4 places zero value on GMOs being in the
human food chain, provided they are labeled when-
ever present.

M7 (Connection): P5 says asserts that agriculture and
food distribution companies have a duty to inform
consumers of the presence of GMOs in their food
products.

M8 (Inference): P2 asserts that labeling of foods con-
taining GMOs (as suggested in moves M6 ofP2and
M7 of P5) will lead to consumers rejecting such
foods in favor of non-GM foods, even if they pose
no dangers.

M9 (Factual): P6 asserts that GM foods have the poten-
tial to end hunger in the Third World.

M10 (Query): P5 asksP6 for evidence for her assertion
M9.

M11 (Factual): P6 provides evidence of the increased
yields available from GM crops.

M12 (Contestation): P3 contests assertion M9 ofP6, on
the grounds that the high investments required for
development of GM Foods will lead to increasing
concentration of corporate ownership in the agri-
chemicals sector, and this will increase poverty in
the developing world.

M13 (Contestation): P6 defends assertion M9 against
the attack ofP3 by contesting the claim that in-
creased concentration of corporate ownership will
necessarily increase poverty in the developing wor-
ld.

M14 (Procedural): P5 asserts that this debate should be
limited to a discussion of the consequences of per-
mitting GMOs only in our own country, and not
elsewhere.

M15 (Value): P4 asserts that she would place greater val-
ue on a regulatory decision made with awareness of
the global consequences than one informed only by
local consequences.: : : and so on.

As this very simplified example shows, the scientific,
economic and social issues involved may be quite com-
plex, and the values placed on outcomes by different par-
ticipants possibly very discordant. There is no guaran-
tee of resolution of such differences, as Stirling & Mayer



(1999) found in their application of multi-criteria scoring
to the same issue of GM foods. However, even without a
guarantee of resolution, representation of a debate within
such a formalism, forces greater clarity in the statements
articulated, and this will surely facilitate any attempt at
trade-offs between different alternatives.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel dialectical ar-
gumentation formalism for an intelligent system within
which deliberative debates about possible environmental
risks and regulatory alternatives can be conducted. As we
have explained, our formalism draws on Toulmin’s the-
ory of argumentation, Pera’s philosophy of science, the
Discourse Ethics of Habermas and Alexy, and Habermas’
theory of Communicative Action. We see this approach
as potentially giving practical effect to notions of Delib-
erative Democracy, enabling rational, public and trans-
parent consideration of decision alternatives prior to de-
ciding on a course of action. As well as effecting delib-
erative notions of democracy, this approach, we have ar-
gued, provides particular benefit in the domain of regula-
tion of environmental and health risks. This is due, firstly,
to the typically difficult, subjective and contested nature
of risk assessment and the science on which it is based.
Secondly, it is because regulatory alternatives may im-
pact different groups with markedly different consequen-
tial outcomes, outcomes to which individuals and groups
may assign very different values. Once instantiated with
the details of a specific risk debate, the Risk Agora could
be used in a number of ways:

1. To understand the logical implications of the scien-
tific knowledge relating to the particular issue, and
the arguments concerning the consequences and va-
lue-assignments of alternative regulatory options.

2. To consider the various arguments for and against
a particular claim (including regulatory options),
how these arguments relate to each other, their re-
spective degrees of certainty, and their relative stre-
ngths and weaknesses.

3. To develop an overall case for a claim, combining
all the arguments for it and against it.

4. To enable interested members of the public to gain
an overview of the debate on an issue.

5. To support group deliberation on the issue, for ex-
ample in Citizens Panels.

6. To support risk assessment and regulatory determi-
nation by government regulatory agencies.

As the last three in this list demonstrate, the Risk Ago-
ra potentially gives effect to the ideals of reasoned, public

decision-making, and thus supports notions of delibera-
tive democracy. We believe the nature of decisions in-
volved in the assessment and regulation of risk mean that
the adoption of such processes may improve the quality
and fairness of decisions made in this domain.8
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